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foreword

in this tutorial ill explain how to reverse the Shrink v0.9.9-5 cydia tweak for jailbroken iphones coded by phoenixdev aka phoenix3200.

you should know, that this is the third time i defeated the protection of this developer and also

important to know is, that phoenix3200 also cracked iphone tweaks earlier. he changed his mind and

now creates commercial tweaks for jailbroken iphones. phoenix does know how a cracker thinks,

which tools he uses and the protection never was cracker-friendly therefore.

in all versions of phoenix tweaks it was necessary to have a legit key and i want to thank all users that

supplied me with their license numbers. the reason for that is rather simple and nothing new for

protectionists: the serial contains encrypted values or program code which is used in the processing of

the application. if missing, the program simply will crash or not work properly. thats why nobody

managed to patch it the easy way – even if there is a way to do so. i personally prefer a keygen

anyways.

this tutorial is for the experienced reverse engineer and not a beginners help. im not going deep into

everything, but you should be able to follow my ideas. it took me some time to understand how this

protection works and i had to invent some tricks to solve it. you might have to google some topics like

RSA or modular inverse to understand the math behind it. im also assuming, that you know how to

use the tools that im going to use.

i hope you learn something from this tutorial and who knows, i can get you interested in iphone

reversing or it helps you to advance your cracking knowledge.

but for now enough blabla - lets start and enjoy the tutorial... yeah... i might tell you, that english is

not my native language and that all work was done on a PC not a MAC.



requirements

what you will need:































a jailbroken iphone

ida pro

plist editor pro

qemu

otool

hex editor

rsa tool

yafu

a legit license

arm assembly knowhow

some coding skills

some crypto knowhow

iphone internals basic knowhow

no gdb? – nope, not this time!



google yourself to find the download links for these tools...



license process

after you install the .deb manually or from cydia, you have to do a respring and the license is verified

online (post request to http://www.phoenix-dev.com/v/shrink/). the response is saved to:

/User/Library/Preferences/com.phoenix.shrink.plist

the license format looks like this (binary mode xml, view from plist editor pro, serial replaced by 0's):



a big serial huh? we will see later why. also phoenix does submit all possible information about your

iphone, even not using it in the licensing process. these are the values that get submitted to his

server:

X-WIFI-ADDR, X-BT-ADDR, X-IMEI, X-SN, X-ECID, X-DEVTYPE, X-DEVVERS, X-PRODVERSION, X-CFVERS



so tell me phoenix, what are you doing with this private info of your customers iphones?



initial disassembling

but now lets start the fun and lets disassemble shrink.dylib in IDA. you can unpack the .deb (7-zip

works fine) or get the dylib from the iphone itself. to get more information and a better view of all

that Objective-C stuff we apply the fixobjc2.idc from KennyTM in IDA which you can find here:

http://networkpx.googlecode.com/svn/etc/idc/fixobjc2.idc

newer IDA versions will do that already for you without the need of an idc script.

from earlier versions and also from general iphone cracking, i knew that at some point the app will get

the UDID of the device - so lets check for that first. looking at the imports in IDA we can quickly see

000000000000EA78 _kLockdownUniqueDeviceIDKey /usr/lib/liblockdown.dylib

this is how it looks in IDA imports window:



there are other ways to get the UDID of the device, but phoenix always used this method.



following this import in IDA leads us to this code here:



this obvisouly gets the UDID from the lockdown library. lets rename this function to getudid.

checking the references of this function will only give one result and we will land in another procedure

(sub_9B64) which is also called only once.



this seems exactly the place we are looking for. this code gets the key value from the preferences plist

and then sends it to sub_9B64 (which i will rename to decrypt_key) and tests a dword from the

resulting buffer with 0xFF. later we will see what this means exactly.

ok lets investigate further. in the decrypt_key call we have got another unknown call to sub_9420

which is referenced two times:



looking into that function reveals some nice assembly which obviously does some string manipulation.



this calculates the length of the string and checks if its is bigger than 0.



this is real asm fun and takes byte for byte and does interesting operations on them.

ill save you the hassle and tell you that this just is a atoi() equal function. i remember this from the

last shrink version, which used a similar method to make hex strings into values. basically this

converts a string into an int (hex string). so lets rename this function to atoi.

following the code after atoi() we notice an unknown offset:



which seems to point to the beginning of the file (the shrink.dylib) – offset 0x0:



lets rename this to ptrFileBegin – but what exactly could that mean? maybe some integrity check on

the binary itself? we will figure out later... lets go on.

the following code does some lookup based on this pointer (ptrFileBegin), xor’s some things and

ends up calling another procedure with some parameters. for the moment its better we concentrate

on the subs only to get an overview of the code flow. we will analyze this part in detail later.



identifying rsa

we follow our target a little more and find this code:



both of these unk_ references point to byte arrays:



any advanced reverser will now think the same... this looks like RSA encryption and the bytes seem to

be the exponent and modulus. for rsa encryption we need to know the private key and therefore

factor the modulus to find its prime factors - google if you dont know how rsa works. we can do a

quick RSA parameters test in RSA tool. the fastest way is to test the modulus for prime factors – if we

get results rather fast, its not an RSA modulus (or a very weak one).



launch rsa tool and enter (the bytes from dword_BFD8) into the Modulus field:

FF525F10F79C8FDA65B1BF8437BA042A51DC4F43275861B7A9A3049008B90CD856114319540E8AC3

click “Exact size” and try to Factor N (this will try to find the prime factors). 320bit is suspicious

already and raises the hope for a weak modulus (320bit is not a secure bitsize).



quickly we get some factors which tells us, that this is NOT a valid RSA parameter. but if you are

familiar with bignumber libraries, you probably know that these sometimes use reversed byte order so lets click "Reverse" and try again.

C38A0E5419431156D80CB9089004A3A9B7615827434FDC512A04BA3784BFB165DA8F9CF7105F52FF

this number does not give any prime factors in a timely fashion and we can assume that this is a

proper RSA modulus. dont even try to factor this with RSA tool – it will take too much time and

probably crashes the tool.

because the size of this public key is only 320 bits, we can expect to factor it in a rather short time. it

also means, that this protection is totally crackable – without patching. lets factor this with yafu then.

to do so, we need to convert our public key first into decimal – using RSA tool we can do that very

easy.

on the top right corner we change Number Base to 10 and it will convert the number in the modulus

field to decimal:



because my computer is a x64 Windows 7 Ultimate im using the yafu-64k-x64.exe binary. just enter

this to start the factoring process:

factor(1631520974684334092363011613293657663306174121361605002835087375349541865346

885326483364773843711)

now you can press enter and yafu will start to factor this modulus into its prime factors. with a normal

computer you can factor almost up to 512bit RSA - but it will take a long time. dont even expect

bigger numbers to work, but who knows - maybe in a few years our CPU's are able to do that or some

cloud service offers factoring using a big cluster.



this will take some time and in the meantime we can analyze the binary a little more. we can for

example rename the call to RSA_DECRYPT



but we noticed two parameters for the RSA_DECRYPT call and first i expected that the second one

is the exponent, but its not – also its rather big for an exponent and in the end i didnt find an

explication for it. maybe its there to confuse or its part of the bignumber library to speedup the

calculations.

in the beginning i was not even sure that this is RSA and i analyzed the RSA_DECRYPT function in

detail. as i couldnt find any corresponding source code online, i checked the functions inside the

RSA_DECRYPT and confirmed that these are two bignumber operations. they are big_mul and

big_mod - as you might know from other bignumber libraries already.



but we dont have to go into the detail of RSA mathematics or bignumber libraries at all - important is,

that we have confirmed this function and we can use (or in this case abuse) it as a whole system.



the anti gdb code

at this point i was about to debug with gdb to get the result of the decrypted serial and verify my

findings. but attaching or tracing with gdb does not work because phoenix implemented this simple

anti-gdb code (used 12x in the shrink.dylib):



this actually installs ptrace PT_DENY_ATTACH with a syscall. this method is described here:

http://iphonedevwiki.net/index.php/Crack_prevention#PT_DENY_ATTACH

in a normal case, we could patch all PT_DENY_ATTACH (31) to a PT_DETACH (11) and we would be

able to debug it in gdb. but as already said: phoenix has cracking experience and knows how a

cracker works. thats why he implemented checksums to verify the integrity of this anti-gdb code and

to stop tracing or setting breakpoints in general. you will understand later. too bad :-/ lets then have a

deeper look in IDA and see what happens with the decrypted serial.



hunt for the real keychecks

lets return to the decrypt_key routine and check the code after the RSA decryption.



before the decryption, we can see an unk_c740 referenced. this is the output buffer for the

decrypt_key routine – there we can expect our "cleartext" serial after the RSA decryption. lets

rename this buffer to key_output and check references in IDA.



ok, quite a lot references to our decrypted key (this is not a good sign). we can see another reference

which is used as a pointer to our key_output. for better understanding we rename this to ptr_key.
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